Scattered striated persistent nephrogram in sepsis.
Persistent nephrogram, the hallmark of radiocontrast-induced kidney failure, is usually homogenous throughout the kidney and is considered as a generalized shutoff of glomerular filtration, the consequence of altered glomerular hemodynamics, affecting most glomeruli. Herein, we report an incidental finding of scattered persistent nephrogram that was noted in a septic prediabetic hypertensive patient during computerized tomography-guided drainage of a liver abscess. The peculiar patchy striated distribution pattern suggests more centrally altered renal hemodynamics, with hypoperfusion at the level of interlobar and intralobular arteries. Altered renal microcirculation in this case is likely related to the combined effects of prediabetes, sepsis and contrast medium upon renal blood flow regulation, perhaps with consequent focal hypoxic tubular damage.